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Maya Chandler | Spring 2017

Designed as a museum of contemporary American history, Wal-seum proposes a new prototype museum that re-presents
the commodities of today’s America as historical and cultural artifacts of our time. The museum’s design also borrows
from the spatial and organizational techniques of Wal-mart, a place that so many Americans visit time and time again, and
which is truly American architecture.
In the final proposal, each department of Wal-mart becomes redesigned as an exhibit in the museum, showcasing ordinary
objects, taking cues from the cultural agendas of those items, and calling into question the values therein (i.e. the endless
cycle of comparison in our effort to achieve “beauty”; the need to kill what is natural and nurture what is unnatural in the
pursuit of a well-manicured lawn; or the acceptance of what is cheap and fast and new despite obvious shortfalls).
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Wal-mart Department Drawings (left to right, from top: Entrance, Beauty, Home Office, Crafts, Outdoor Center, Electronics, Pets, Check-out). These drawings were my way of investigating several departments of Wal-mart for their organizational,
spatial, and structural attributes. Throughout each drawing, cultural commentaries began appearing about the contents of each section and what subtle agendas they seemed to imply.
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Entrance. This drawing best represents the spatial
analysis of each drawing. Here, I note the series of
thresholds that one passes through when entering
a Wal-mart: crosswalk, safety barricade, sliding
glass door, metal detector, secondary entry archway,
walmart greeter, etc. I also note textures, colors, and
objects present in the space.
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Beauty. This department drawing speaks to the
development of cultural commentary within my
analyses. I began marking how the make-up section is
entirely based on the theme of comparison: comparing
colors, comparing brands, and comparing oneself to
an ideal standard of beauty.
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Check-Out. Here, again, my investigation drew
out the itenerary of the section. In this drawing, I
illustrate the way in which customers become like
ants, drawn towards the sugary sweets and last-ditch
attempts to sell odds and ends as they are funneled
out of the store. I also highlight several experiential
elements of the area, such as the somewhat bothersome fact that few aisles are ever open.
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Massing Model Drawings, 01-05 (left to right). Created in tandem with models, this drawing set explores the architecture of Walmart at a vastly different scale. From only an exterior perspective, these drawings begin testing options for how much or how little of
the original structure might appear in a final proposal.
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Massing Model + Drawing 01. As the natural first iteration, I proposed an option that borrows an exterior structure almost identical to an existing Wal-mart.
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Massing Model + Drawing 02. The second version remains similar in its façade, which is the most familiar feature of a Wal-mart,
but suggests that formal changes take place elsewhere in the building, perhaps towards the back.
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Massing Model + Drawing 03. The third iteration suggests a much more hybridized formal structure, one that preserves parts and
pieces of an original Wal-mart scheme, but which introduces an almost equal amount of new forms as well.
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Massing Model + Drawing 04. This version presents a kind of “exploded” approach to form, suggesting that perhaps the site is
what remains the same (i.e. a vast parking lot), and the architectural elements, whether new or old, break out across it in a radically
different arrangement.
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Massing Model + Drawing 05. The final proposal offers an entirely new architecture that occupies the same location and approximate space that a Wal-mart would.
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Exploratory Plan. This plan drawing brings together the first two investigations of my research: considerations of individual departments and of overall form. Elements are lifted from several of the Massing Model Drawings, as well as information and themes being
reimagined from the department drawings. New departments were investigated here, as well.
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Beauty

Beauty Department, section and axonometric. Spatial ideas began developing out of the plan drawings in conjunction with thematic elements from each individual analysis. Here, the idea of comparison became a series of repetetive archways that reposition and
draw out this theme. Museum-goers peruse the new “aisle,” this time seeing how our societal norms emphasize this aspect of comparison and the desire to attain our standard of beauty.
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Toys

Toys Department, section and axonometric. Through the plan drawing, my ideas about the toy department began to take shape.
I noticed how much more aggresive the advertising and space was within this section: taller aisles, brighter colors, more products on
display. The exhibit became an exaggerated form of this: goods are presented from all angles (even within the raised flooring pieces),
and the aisle became extremely tall structures, towering above visitors’ heads.
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Home Office axonometric (left), Seasonal axonometric (right). Above are two more axonometrics, which demonstrate the spatial
layouts of two other sections, drawn from department drawings or thematic ideas about their artifacts.
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Museum Section. This section cuts across the middle of the museum, showcasing the grocery section (left), clothes displays (left of
middle), home goods (right of middle), seasonal section (right), and toys department (far right). The architecture reflects the contents
of each section, reframing them to expose the values of America today and calling into question those attributesv.
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